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This book was exactly what I was looking for. It has information on all the Pokemon that have been
released since the first generation. It has their stats, where you can find them, moves list (level,
TM/HM, Egg, etc), a little description of each one, as well as a small tip for each one. All the
Pokemon from Black/White have AR markers for your 3DS which is cool (though it doesn't have it
for the previous generations which I wish it had). You can flip the cover over to see a full map of the
Unova Region (though there are no maps of the other regions which I wish it had). There are
several different sections on all moves, abilities and items. It also provides how to max out the
National Dex. This isn't a Strategy Guide on how to beat the game but that is good because I didn't
want that. A great book and a great size that you can carry easily. If only they had an ebook version
so that I can have this in my Kindle.

It was a gift for my little brother and he loves it. He really enjoys reading this book becouse he is a
pokemon fanatic.It has good information about the pokemon and the games and some "trainer tips"
that are very helpfull and interesting too.I recomended for pokemon fans.

I was simply looking for a pokedex with all the pokemon, their evolutions, what level they learn their
skills etc. This book does exactly that.The only reason I didn't give it 5 stars is of course, the
lettering. I assumed when I read the other reviews that the buyers just needed to wear some
glasses and stop exaggerating, but it's true. So unless you have good eyesight and don't require
bright lights to read then you'll have no problem. I wish this book was bigger, but it fits in my purse
and I can easily take it around so I don't mind too much

Excellent book! I have the first two books, but now I have the (nearly) complete Pokedex. It doesn't
have Keldeo, Meloetta, or Genesect, though. Meh, it figures, since they're the most recent event
Pokemon and I guess they didn't want to give TOO much away. But all the same, it's great I have
this. For all you Pokemaniacs who wanna be up to date, if you can't visit the online sites (like
Serebii.net) a whole lot, I recommend getting this book pronto.

This is just what I need to make the perfect pokemon team to win :D I love this research put into it.
I'm hooked into it and glad I got this book but I know since B2 & W2 that this will be useful for the
most part but glad I got it :)

This pokÃ©dex is amazing! It covers a lot of information and have many illustrations. Beyond this, is
very well organized to provide readers an easy way to find the right information.Really worth the
money spent!!

It is exactly what it says. The cover is actually a map of the entire region that slides right off, and is
very helpful when you're on the hunt for pokemon! The only drawback I see is that the order of the
pokemon or by number, as in their collectors number, which when trying to look up for weakness
during battle is inefficient at best. It does have a glossary that puts them in alphabetical order, how
most of us would look them up, which can direct you to the right page, but its an extra step. Over all
an essential item for those actually wanting to collect them all.The pokemon stats are condensed
onto two pages, so you have all the information in front of you. On the left hand page you have the
pokemon and all evolutions along with how and what level they evolve and on the right you have all
other pertaining information. Good resource all in all.

This book is great, it's like a little bible for pokemon enthusiasts.It's smaller than regular books, but

it's got everything or most of the information one would need about every pokemon, including the
new 5th generation pokes. It includes information as to which moves a poke can learn, it's
evolutions, where to catch, and pretty much all info needed.Cons:- Tiny lettering, so if that bugs you,
it might be a problem- The index should have been thought out in a better way to present the info
the us users.
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